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Grounds Maintenance Report/Quotation 1139sa

SITE-   Staverton Marina Slipway Trees

REF-   Trevor Corbin

DATE-      11/04/2018

AUTHOR-    Steve Ayliffe

Variation Works @ Staverton Marina Slipway Trees.

Thank you for asking idverde to quote for these works.  We can offer the following based on this specification 
after our recent site visit. 
 

1. To replace approx. 15 No. existing trees that have died with 15 No. trees of similar species which is 
noted to be Alder and Flowering Cherry . The works will be achieved by the following method:-

2. Supply and plant 10 No. Alnus glutinosa and 5 No. Prunus 10-12 girth bare rooted and deliver to site 
together with 15 No. timber rounded, pointed tree stakes, and plastic tree ties.

3. To excavate the planting holes to accommodate the root balls without restriction, position stake to 
tree and ram into position. Fill in the planting hole with the previously removed soil mixed with tree 
planting compost, shaking the tree as works proceeds to ensure there are no resultant air pockets 
within the in- fill soil and firm in by treading.

4. Attach the tree tie around the tree and secure to the tree stake.
5. To supply and fit proprietary tree strimmer guards around the base of each tree to prevent any 

accidental damage during maintenance visits.
6. It is noted that all access and egress is via the various estate footpaths, parking area’s and steps 

where present.
7. All rubbish to be removed from site upon completion of works to our waste recycling areas or local 

authority transfer station and site left clean and tidy.

      The works described above can be carried out for the total sum of £1,379.79 +VAT.

We trust you find the above acceptable and of interest and look forward to receiving your instructions in due 
course. If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact me.  
For and on behalf of idverde.

Steve Ayliffe (Contracts Manager).
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